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1. Introduction

3. Results and discussion

The instrumented indentation draws its sources
from the definition of contact between two bodies. It has
been the object of investigation of several authors in the field
of mechanics. In its general principle, instrumented indentation test can record the displacement of the indenter,
throughout the cycle of loading and unloading. Analysis of
the unloading curve leads to a value of the contact depth that
takes into account the actual contact between the indenter
and the material. The most commonly used method for determining the modulus of elasticity and hardness by
nanoindentation was proposed by Oliver and Pharr, wherein
the slope of the discharge curve which is nonlinear in general
was used to calculate the modulus of elasticity and provide
a physically justifiable procedure for determining the depth
to be used in conjunction with the indenter shape function to
establish the contact area at peak load.
This article aims to study the mechanical properties
of brass through experimental tests of nanoindentation. It develops an analysis of load-displacement curve by following
five goals:
- determination of the contact depth, hc;
- calculation of hardness, HIT, and elastic modulus,
EIT;
- estimation of the contact stiffness, S;
- modelling the S / hc slope for different loads indentation, P, by linear regression by the method of least squares,
to express the inverse of the contact area, 1 / Ac;
- slope modelling S / hc, depending on other variables
studied EIT and HIT.

3.1. Analysis of the load-displacement curve

2. Materials and experimental method
Experimental indentation tests were conducted on
films of brass deposited on glass slides using a nanoindentor
instrumented MCT (Instrument CSM2-107). For each sample, at least 20 tests were carried out with maximum load of
20 mN to 3000 mN. The indentation tests were performed
with a Vickers indenter. The load is applied at a rate of
40 mN/min.The maximum load is maintained for 15 seconds and then gradually withdraw at a speed of 40 mN/min.
All curves penetration strength results were then exported
and processed using the Matlab software to calculate the mechanical properties ofmaterial studied by different methods
(Oliver and Pharr [1], Feng and Ngan [2, 3], Chicot and Mercier [4]). The end of each penetration defects were evaluated
using an electron microscope field emission scanning Hitachi S-type 4300 SE/N. The measures are estimated at
150 nm for the Vickers indenter [5].

In an instrumented indentation test, the indent diamond is pressed to the sample surface corresponding to a
maximum load value at a given depth. Simultaneously records the load and the displacement of the indenter as shown
in Fig. 1

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of a loading-displacement
curve obtained by nanoindentation and parameters required for the analysis [6]
The Fig. 2 shows in key locations the position of
the indentor in the material.

Fig. 2 Representation of the maximum indentation load geometry for ideal conical indenter [7]
hmax is the maximum depth reached, hf is the residual depthafter withdrawal of the indentor and hc is the contact depth used in calculating the hardness of Oliver and
Pharr [1]. Fig. 2 to better see the different sizes determined
by nanoindentation. Calculating hc, wherein a parameter ε is
introduced to take into account the deformations of the indenter impression [8] (deflection of the sink-in surfaces) is
expressed by the following relationship:
hc  hmax  0 .75

Pmax
Su

(1)

For pyramidal Vickers indenter geometry with four
faces, the projected contact area is proportional to the square
of hc, as indicated by the following expression:
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We applied the model of Oliver and Pharr [3]. The
values calculated are shown in Fig. 3.
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load from 58.35 mN up 3009.85 mN. However, for the loading interval [58.35, 89.72] mN he magnitude of the slope
registers (Fig. 5) a peak 0.0001 mN/nm2. By against, loading
intervals [153.09, 184.56] mN and [1003.92, 1510.45] mN
record a slope of magnitude drop in same previous value.
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Fig. 3 Results rigidities contact vs contact depths by
nanoindentation

I proceeds by calculating slopes Pti = (Sm / hcm)
such as i = 1÷19 and m = (i + 2), knowing that i is the number of slopes estimated for 21 indentation testsachieved.
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If 58.24 mN < Pmax < 3009.85 mN: 
level.
 0 .0008 Pmax .

(3)

If Pmax = {58.35, 76.63, 89.72}: S / hc = 0.0009 mN/nm2.
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Fig. 4 Contact stiffness slope vs maximum contact depth of
indentation load
According to the shape of Fig. 4, I notice a dominant trend constitutes a bearing of a set of characteristic
points that are on the horizontal axis passing through the
point 0.0008 mN/nm2, then the appearance of two other
smaller bearings.
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The graphical representation (Fig. 6) highlights the
disparity of eleven characteristic points on the Orbit appointed 0.0008 GPa. On the other hand, three characteristic
points are located on the upper orbit 0.0009 GPa and four
points on the lower orbit of 0.0007 GPa. The previous findings of Figs. 5 and 6 and are used to model the mechanical
behaviour of Brass, as follows:
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Fig. 6 Radar with nineteen loads markers
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3.2. Estimating the slope of the contact stiffness at the contact depth
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The experimental results of the nanoindentation
tests are shown in Fig. 3 relating to the 21 tests considered.
The curve shows good reproducibility of the test. Following
the linear regression by the method of least squares, we find
a slope (S / hc) constant.
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(5)

The magnitude of:
 S / hc 
2
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Fig. 5 Histogram of estimated slope vs maximum force indentation
The histogram of the slope S / hc depending on the
loading force (Fig. 5) shows constant amplitude of the order
of (0.0008 ± 0.0001) mN/nm2 from increasing indentation

This explains that the magnitude of the slope (S / hc)
vs Pmax, by the use of linear regression by the method of least
squares expresses the inverse of the contact area.
3.3. Confrontationslope studied with the Young's modulus
Determining the modulus of elasticity is based on
the analysis of the unloading curve for the removal of the
indenter is conditioned by the springback due to the elasticity of the material. The method is based on the Hertz theory
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[9] recovery by Bulychec [10] and then developed by Sneddon [11]. It provides that the slope at the beginning of discharge can be written as a function of the contact area and
the reduced modulus in the form:
2
 dP 

Su  
E R A cp .

dh


 h  hmax

(8)

1    
2
i

Acp 

 S 
2
  = 0.0007 mN/nm
h
 c

1




Ei

.

(9)

The graphical representations of Fig. 7, a, b shown

the

interval

[119.88,

 S 
2
 = 0.0008 mN/nm spans the
 hc 

152.59] GPa, the second 
 S 
2
  = 0.0009 mN/nm
 hc 

interval

[181.02,

 0 .0007 if EIT  119 .88,152 .59  GPa

S / hc   0 .0008 if EIT  156 .06,167 .21 GPa
 0 .0009 if EIT  181 .02 ,188 .04  GPa


(10)

the

The Eq. (10) shows a proportional relationship between these two parameters.In other words:

 S 
 as a
 hc  i
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for EIT  119.88,188.04  GPa. 
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function of indentation modulus, EIT.
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Calculating the hardness HIT, is obtained from the
ratio of the applied indentation load P, the addition of representative area of the imprint, A as follows:
H 
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.

(12)
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And,

for

slope

 S 
2
  = 0.0009 mN/nm ; EIT = {181.02, 188.04} GPa as
 hc 

displayed on the radar with markers(Fig. 7, b). In parallel,
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According graphical representations Fig. 7, a, b,
the expression of the slopevsmodulus of elasticity, EIT, the
existence of three sets of characteristic points, deposited on
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3.4. Confrontation of the slope studied with conventional
hardness
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interval [156.06, 167.21] GPa, and the third tier of

What where the stiffness of the contact between the
inventor and the material when unloading, measured at maximum penetration, hmax. Acpis the projected contact area and
ER is the reduced modulus of elasticity.The expression of the
modulus of elasticity of the material is:
 2 1
2
E m  1   m  
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Graphical representations Fig. 8 (a, b), illustrating
 S 
 vs HIT, and highlight the
 hc 

the expression of the slope 

existence of three sets of feature points, placed on orbits:
0.0008 mN/nm2,
0.0009 mN/nm2and
0.0010 mN/nm2
(Fig. 8, b). For slope

 S 
2
  = 0.0008 mN/nm ;hardness
h
 c

HIT = {1568.3, 1609.8, 1630.9, 1655.1, 1742.8, 1749,
2062.6, 5021.4} MPa. For slope Pt = 0.0009 mN/nm2;
HIT = {1300, 1365.3, 1389.9, 1402.8, 1424.6, 1442.6,
1465.3} MPa.

And,

for

 S 
2
  = 0.0010 mN/nm ;
h
 c

HIT = {1091.9, 1192.1, 1212} MPa (Fig. 8, b). In parallel,
histogram (Fig. 8, a) records three distinct steps, the first of
 S 
2
  = 0.0010 mN/nm spans the interval [1091.9, 1212]
h
 c

 S 
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 = 0.0009 mN/nm spans the interval
 hc 

MPa, the second 

[1300, 1465.3] MPa,

and

the

third
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of

 S 
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  = 0.0008 mN/nm spans the interval [1568.3, 5021.4]
 hc 

model S / hc depending on other variables studied EIT and
HIT. For the first case, the expression (11) showed a proportional relationship between the two variables examined, and
constant amplitude of S / hc for an EIT from 119.88 GPa until
188.04 GPa. However, the second case, the expression (13)
showed an inversely proportional relationship between the
two variables studied, and constant amplitude of S / hc for
HIT from 1212.0 GPa until 1568.3 GPa.
This method allowed highlighting a specific point
on each material for the mechanical characterization of materials. Looking ahead, we will conduct a comparative study
of different materials: Brass, Bronze and Copper to identify
the factors explaining the trend characteristic points by
Vickers nanoindentation test by using this method.
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4. Conclusions
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vary in maximum load indentation to express the opposite of
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 by the aforementioned expression (8).
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From experimental results, we see that the slope expressing
S / hc is constant for a row of loading from 58.35 mN up
3009.85 mN, with the exception of some irregularities.
Then, a confrontation between the estimated slope
exam and the two key parameters; EIT and HIT, was held to
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S. Habibi
STATISTICAL METHODS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF
THE CHARACTERISTIC CURVE OF BRASS BY
VICKERS INDENTATION
Summary
To characterize the mechanical properties of brass,
tests by nanoindentation were conducted. The elastic modulus EIT and the hardness HIT are two most important parameters for the evaluation of mechanical properties of materials. Both the modulus and indentation hardness are highly
dependent on the stiffness of contact, the contact area and
the precision with which they are attached. From experimental results, we see that the slope expressing the rigidity
of contact on the contact depth is constant for a row of loading from 58.35 mN up 3009.85 mN, with the exception of
some irregularities. T hereafter, we modelled the mechanical
behaviour of this slope by the use of linear regression by
least squares method. In the final part of this paper, a review
of confrontation between the estimated slope and the two
key parameters; the indentation modulus and hardness of
conventional, was held to identify the factors explaining the
trend characteristic points by Vickers nanoindentation test.
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